An interesting characterization of Appell polynomials by means of a Stieltjes integral has recently been given by Thorne. 1 We propose to give a second such representation, and to extend the result to the case of sets of polynomials of type zero, of which Appell sets form a subclass.
Appell sets may be defined by either of the following equivalent conditions: \P n {x)} 1 n = 0, 1, • • • , is an Appell set (P n being of degree exactly n) if either (i) P n '(x) 
(x)} the determining f unction A(t) is given by
The Stieltjes integral characterization that we now give will be seen to be essentially different from that in (iii) above. (ii) io^O.
If (i) and (ii) hold, then P n (x) as given by (2) exists for each w, and is a polynomial of degree exactly n. Moreover, differentiation under the integral sign is permissible, so that P« (x) = P n _i(#) ; that is, {P n (x)} is an Appell set. Now suppose {P n (x)} is an Appell set, and let A (t) be its determining function : A (t) ~^T,?a n t n . Define the sequence {b n } by
By a theorem of Boas 2 there is a function &(x) of bounded variation on (0, oo) whose moment constants are {b n } ; and since ao^O, therefore ÔOJ^O. If we denote the right side of (2), which exists, by Q n (x) t then {Qn(#)} is an Appell set. Since (formally) ƒ » 00 /» 00 «"<*+<W) -e"* I e ut dp(t), o Jo the determining function for {Q n (x)} is ƒ > oo oo / /» oo \ yn oo ^n
It follows that {Q n (x)} s {P w (#)}, so that (2) I n (x) -*»/*!; then (2) can be written (5) P n (x) = f I n (x + t)dp(t)-
Jo
Note that I 0 (0) = 1, 7 n (0)=0 (w>0); it is this property that makes the determining function A (t) so simply expressible in terms of the moment constants {b n }. It is easily shown that in relation (5) the polynomials I n (x) can be replaced by any other Appell set, by a suitable change in the function j3(/). However, the determining function A{t) is now not so easily expressed through the moment constants {b n } • In fact, if {Q n (x)} is the Appell set denned by 
exist for which (formally)
then £T(/) and L(/) are (formally) inverse functions:
All polynomial sets satisfying (14) will be said to be associated with the operator L. Sets associated with a given L are distinguished one from another by their determining f unction A (t) appearing in (12). Associated with a given L there is a unique set Bi 4 = {B n (x)} for which J5o(0) = 1, J3 W (0) =0 (n>0). This set we call the basic set for L; its determining function is A(t)^l.
THEOREM 2. In order that the polynomial set {P n (x)} be a set associated with the operator L it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a function fi(x) of bounded variation on (0, <*> ), with the following properties :
(i) The moment constants {b n } for p(x) all exist.
(ii) &0 7*0.
where \B n {x)} is the basic set for L.
COROLLARY. The determining f unction A(t) for {P n (x)} has the expression (18)
A(t) = f e«*Mdfi(u) 9 Jo which is equivalent to
If conditions (i), (ii) hold, it is clear that |P n (#)} as given by (17) is a set associated with the operator L. Now let {P n {x)} be a set relative to an operator L; to show that (i), (ii), (iii) hold. Let A(t) be the determining function for {P n (x)}, so that we have relation (12). Since A and L are given, the function A(L(z)) is known; let its (formal) power series be
Now define {b n \ so that & n = w!a*, and let j3(/) be the function of bounded variation on (0, <*> ), guaranteed by the Boas theorem, whose moments are {b n }. With this /3(£), the right side of (17) defines a polynomial set {Q n (x)}, associated with L, whose determining function is seen to be the function A(t) given by (18). As (18) is carried into (19) by the transformation z=H(t) (and therefore t=L(z)) t it follows that {P n }, {Qn} have the same determining function A(t), and are therefore the same set. Hence (17) holds. In Theorem 2 the representation (17) can be replaced by (21) P n (x) = f Q n (x + *)#(*).
where {Qn(#)} is any polynomial set associated with L; but in this case the determining function A(t) for {P"(#)} has a more complicated representation than (18) 
